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16 Yu Pug=hinang ka Logkaw* 
T ~~=make/build/do 0 house 

By Felicia Enao (1974) 

I.  Panan-og=an m o  hao kon onhon so mazo 
tell.story=RF,NB 11.2,s 1 INT how REF 11.2,PL 

pag=hinang mazo ka bag-ong Iagkaw. 
~~F=make/build/do II,~,PL 0 new house 

2. Kon anzhinang si Ard ka lagkaw maga=hena-hend. 

iflwhen sF,~B=make/buildldo T Ara 0 house cONT,sF,~~=think 

!a piano ka lagknw. 3. Ang=kawd. ka lansang. 
0 plan 0 house SF,NB=get 0 nail 

4. Kon wara=y kowana ang=kawd ka oway kay i-ekt. 
iftwhen NEG=T money SF,NB:get o rattan because ACCF,NB=tie 

5. An=-andam disab ka taligknhoy. 
sF,NB=prepare ADD 0 wood.for.framework 

6. Amsangkap di isab ka ogdok daw mga galgalen. 
SF,NB=gather CMP ADD 0 cornerpost and PL floor.frame 

7. Kamhnn an=-andam isab ka pawod*. 
SQ SF,NB=prepare ADD o sewn.nipa.palm.leaf 

8. Kon ward. ya pawod ang=kawd. ka hk l .  

iflwhen NEG T sewn.nipa.palm.leaf SF,NB=get o rattan.palm.leaf 

9. Andam ka tanan. 
prepare o all 

10. Am=bantay iza ka bolan kon on0 Ya 
SF,~B=watch 1,3,S 0 moon/month iflwhen whatlwhy T 

ma=dazuw nga Logdok 
ST,SF,NB=g00d LK ACCF,NB=COIneIpOSt 

Building a House 

1. I will tell you how to 
build a new house. 

2. When Ara builds a 
house he thinks about a 
plan for the house. 
3. He gets nails. 

4. If there's no money for 
nails, he will get rattan 
for tying the house frame 
together. 

5. He will also prepare 
round wood for the 
framework. 

6. He will also gather 
cornerposts and wood for 
the floor frame. 

7. Then he will also 
prepare sewn nipa palm 
leaves. 

8. If there are no sewn 
nipa palm leaves, he will 
get rattan palm leaves. 

9. He will prepare all 
these things. 

10. He will watch the 
moon to observe what 
time is good for placing 
the cornerposts. 
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11. Daw kon din' bag-ong sebang ya iagdok 
and iflwhen NEG new newmoon T ACCF,NB=cornerpost 

12. Knmhan magzpili izo ka aldaw nga d a w .  
SQ s ~ , ~ ~ = c h o o s e  I,3,S 0 day LK ST,SF,NB=~OO~ 

13. Ya ma=dazaw ani ya Ma&, kon din' Howibis Iamang. 
T ST,SF,NB=~OO~ TD T Tuesday or NEG Thursday LIM 

14. Kay singed ka am=pili ko ka din' knn ma=onga. 
because like 0 sF,NB=choose 1,z.s 0 NEG LK sT,sF,NB:bad 

15. llong ma=onga singed ka sigi maga=ka.sakit:an daw 
D, sT,sF,NB=bad like 0 continue cONT,NB=ST=S~C~=RF and 

sigi maga=ka=mola:han. 
continue CONT,NB=ST=COKpSe=RF 

16. Ya bolan nga Marso ya din' i=ka=tadek 
T moon/month LK March T NEG A C C F , N B = A B L = ~ O U S ~ . ~ K ~ ~ ~  

kay ma=onga singed ka ma=guhi nga bolan 
because sT,sF,NB=bad like 0 ST,SF,NB-difficult LK moonlmonth 

nga araas ya ngaran*. 
LK length T name 

1% Am=pili iza dizan kon hain dapit ya ma=dazaw. 
SF,NB=C~OOS~ I,3,S L, INT where place T ST,SF,NB=good 

18. Din' iza an~lagkaw ka olo na sapd kay deker ya 
NEG 1,3,S SF,NB=~OUS~ 0 head NT riverlwater because EXT T 

mazonga. 
s~,sF,NB=bad 

19. Ma=haldek iza kay basi ma~tehag. 
sT,sF,NB=afraid 13.5 because maybe sT,s~,NB=landslide 

20. Pangaylan ma=hetek ya lopa koy war6 di an-hawid 
Pangaylan ST,SF,NB=SO~~ T earth because NEG CMP s ~ , ~ ~ = h o l d  

kn rnga dakola nga liwaan. 
o PL big uc tree 

11. And not place the 
cornerposts when the 
moon is new. 

12. Then he will choose 
the day which is good. 

13. A good day is Tues- 
day, if not then Thursday. 

14. Because you need to 
choose a day which is not 
bad. 

15. Those days which are 
bad are when people are 
sick and die. 

16. No one builds his 
house frame in March be- 
cause it is bad like a dif- 
ficult month which has a 
long name. 

17. He will choose a 
good place to build. 

18. He won't build a 
house at the source of the 
river because that is bad. 

19. He's afraid because 
maybe there will be a 
landslide. 

20. Pangaylan has soft 
earth because it has no 
large trees to hold the 
ground. 
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21. Ya mazrig-en nga lopd ani deket yo mga liwaan 
T ST,SF,NB=Strong.Structure LK earth TD EXT T PL tree 

nga dakold. 
LK big 

22. Ya ma=dazaw nga dapit ani ya tdek-an kay 
T ST,SF,NB:good LK place TD T house.frame=~~ because 

na=kilal=han di. 
-:recognize=- CMP 

23. Naka:kilala di iza nga ma=gazen kay ward 

ABL,sF,B=recognize CMP 1,3,S LK ST,SF,NB=~OO~ because NEG 

ma=deeg yo kanirang* nga kros. 
S T , S F , N B = ~ ~ ~ ~ . O V ~ I  T N,3,PL LK cross 

24. Singed ka Lonis ya Logbok niran yo kros. 
like 0 Monday T A C C F , N B = ~ ~ ~ C ~ . C ~ O S S  I ~ , ~ , P L  T cross 

25. Pagka=maHis ani ya LGn=kilala nga ma=dazaw. 
when=Tuesday To T NR=recognize LK S T , S F , N B = ~ ~ ~ ~  

26. Kon ma=onga nazdeeg ya kros. 
iflwhen ST,SF,NB=bad ST,~F,B=fall.over T cross 

27. Ya maZonga nga dapit ani ya sigi maga:ka=sakir.an 
T ST,SF,NB=bad LK place TQ T continue cONT,NB=ST=sick=RF 

ka tao daw na=mola=han. 
o person/live and -=corpse< 

28. Din' am=balik pag=lagkaw kay mazlain di 
NEG SF,NB=return l ~ ~ = h o u s e  because ST,s~,~B=feel.bad CMP 

pagzhena-hen;. 
NR=think 

29. Maga=pa=ka=taremdem ka kanang na=patay 
CONT,NB=CAus=sT=remember o for.purpose.of s~,s~,B=die/kill 

harta maga=balo on singed ka im=bato=han din 
CONJ CONT,NB=pelt.with.stones=o~ like 0 m = r o c k = -  or NEG 

tekiek-on ya dingding. 
tap=OF,NB T wall 

21. The strong eartb is 
where there are large 
trees. 

22. The good place is 
where he builds a house 
frame because he has 
identified it now. 

23. He recognizes that i t  
is good because the cross 
they have placed in the 
ground doesn't fall over. 

24. It's like on Monday 
they will put the cross in 
the ground. 

25. Tuesday they'll be 
able to recognize if it is a 
good place. 

26. If it's a bad place the 
cross will have fallen over. 

27. The bad place is 
where people continually 
get sick and die. 

28. People will not return 
there to build a house be- 
cause they feel bad when 
they think about it. 

29. They remember those 
who have died and they 
are pelted with stones like 
being hit with rocks, and 
if not that, then there's 
tapping on the walls. 
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30. Ya ogbok-an ani ya na=lcilala=han nga basi 
T place.cross=~F,NB TD T -=recognize=- LK maybe 

mazdazaw itong dapit. 
ST,SF,NB.~OO~ D= place 

31. Kon d~ mazdeeg ya kros mazgazon gazed. 
iflwhen NEG sT,s~,N~=fall.over T cross ST,SF,NB=~OO~ EMPH 

32. Anzhena-hend siran nga ani hinangzan. 
SF,NB=think I9,PL LK TD make/build/do=RF,NB 

33. Maga=ponto iza kon pira=ng ka depd* ya 
c o ~ T , s ~ , ~ ~ = d e c i d e  1,3,S INT how.many=~~ 0 arm.span T 

ka~haloag hasta ya ka=alaas kon pira=ng ka depd. 
NR=width CONJ T  length INT how.many=LG 0 armspan 

34. Kon an=-atobang ka sebazan yo binongbongan singed ka 
iflwhen SF,NB=face 0 east T ridge.pole like 0 

mazazak iza kay singed ka araas ya kanirang 
sT,sF,~~=wanflike I,3,s because like 0 length T N,3,PL 

hena-hena*. 
thought 

35. An=kabot* siran ka opal ka kabot 
sF,~~=dig.hole  1,3,PL 0 four 0 hole 

36. Pag=kamhan pag.kabot an=-ogdok di. 
whencfinish lNF=dig.hole SF,NB=COrnerpOSt CMP 

37. Ya isazng ka ogdok ya tengd ani paga=berang=an ka singko 
T OnezLG 0 cornerpost T middle TD INS,NB=put=RF 0 five 

sintabos*. 
centavo 

38. Kon wara=y kowarta kros nga geremay koy singed ka 
iflwhen NEG=T money cross LK small because like 0 

naka=andam di siran kanirang na=kilaLhan. 
ABL,sF,B=prepare CMP I ,~ ,PL N,3,PL -=recognize=- 

30. The placing of the 
cross is what indicates 
that maybe that is a good 
place to build. 

31. If the cross doesn't 
fall over, that's really good. 

32. They will decide that 
is where they will build 
the house. 

33. He will decide how 
many arm spans the width 
and how many arm spans 
the length of the house. 

34. If the ridge pole will 
face the east it's like he 
will want this because it 
means that they will live a 
long time. 

35. They will dig four 
holes for cornerposts. 

36. After they've dug the 
holes they will place the 
cornerposts. 

37. In the one cornerpost 
hole they will put five cen- 
tavos. 

38. If there's no money 
they use a smaU cross be- 
cause it's like they are 
preparing the place they 
have recognized as being 
a good place to build. 
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39. Din' siron ang=kawi ka liwaan nga in=rangbed=an nu balagen 
NEG I9,PL SF,NB=get o tree LK -=encircle=- NT vine 

koy ma=haldek siran ka halas. 
because sT,sF,NB=afraid I,3,PL 0 snake 

40. Kay din' pen madaan ya lagkaw ma=haldek iza kon 
because NEG INC old T house ST,SF,NB=afraid I,3,S iflwhen 

panik-on na halas. 
 climb=^^.^^ NT snake 

41. Kamhan paga=salagan di naiza. 
SQ INs,sF,NB=floor.frame CMP 11,3,S 

42. Kamhan isab anzsapazan* di. 
SQ ADD SF,NB=roof.frame CMP 

43. Pag=kamhan pag=sapazan di anzgas-aw di. 
when~finish IN~=roof.frame CMP sF,~~=smaller.frame CMP 

44. Kamhan in=atep=an di niran. 45. Kamhan binobongan* di. 
SQ ==roof=- CMP 11,3,PL SQ ridge.pole CMP 

46. Kamhan minhinang ka abozhan. 
SQ SF,B=makelbuild/do 0 fire.table=NR 

47. Kamhan min=hinang di ka disknnso. 
SQ SF,B=makelbuild/do CMP o porch 

48. Pag=kamhan ka disknnso in-hinang~an !a hagdan. 
whenzfinish LIM porch ~ = m a k e / b u i l d l d o c  o ladder 

49. Pag=kamhan na hagdan paga=betang=an ka ma=ilern bisan 
whenzfinish NT ladder INS,NB=put=RF 0 sT,sF,~~=black even 

orin dizan ka sagilnaman kay ani ya mahpa=arb 
charcoal L, 0 Step.On=RF,NB because TD T ~BL,sF,NB=cAus=far 

ka ma=onga. 
0 ST,SF,NB=bad 

39. They will not get a 
tree which has been en- 
circled by a vine because 
they are afraid of snakes. 

40. Because before the 
house is old he is afraid if 
a snake should climb up. 

41. Then he will lay the 
frame for the floor. 

42. Then he will also put 
the main roof frame in 
place. 

43. When the main roof 
frame is finished he will 
put on the smaller roof 
frame. 

44. Then they put on 
thatch for roofing. 
45. Then they place the 
ridge pole. 

46. Then he builds a fire 
table. 

47. Then he builds a 
porch. 

48. When the porch is 
finished he builds a ladder. 

49. When he has finished 
building a ladder he 
makes a black mark, 
either with charcoal or 
not, on the rung (of the 
ladder) because that is 
what will cause the bad to 
go away. 
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SO. Sigi maga=ka=paa=an daw an-dateng ya hapit 
continue CONT,NB-s~=die/kill=~F and sF,NB=arrive T almost 

ma=patay di kon din' niran lebngm ka orin. 

sT,sF,NB=die/kill CMP iflwhen NEG n,3,PL bury=RF,NB 0 charcoal 

51. Ma=himd i-pintal lamang yo ogdok ka 
S T , S F , N B = ~ O S S ~ ~ ~ ~  A C C F , N B = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  LIM T COmerpOSt 0 

ma=irem. 
ST,SF,NB=black 

52. Kamhan am=pa=dazon pagzhinang ka lagkaw. 

SQ SF ,NB=CAUS=CO~~~~U~ I~F=make/build/do 0 house 

53. In=marko=han ayhd. pag=dingding=en di niran. 
~ = w a l l . s t u d = -  then INF=W~~~=OF,NB CMP I13,PL 

54. Kamhan in=saleg=an di niran. 

SQ w=lay.floorl CMP 11.3.PL 

55. 0 n o  ya in=saleg? 56. Basi g:in=abas. 
whatlwhy T ~ ~ , B = f l o o r  maybe %=NR=- 

57. Kon ward. ya kowarta basi in=-ak-ak lamang. 

iflwhen NEG T money maybe NR=split.tree LIM 

58. Pagka=kamhan niran ka lagkaw naga=pa=salamat di 
whenzfinish II,3,PL 0 house co~T,sF,B=CAus=thank CMP 

siran. 
I,3,PL 

59. Ani yo pag=pa=salamat ya an-laong siran nga, "Grasyas.na.Djos". 

TD T N~=cAus=thank T SF,NB=Say l,3,PL LK thank.you.God 

60. Kon may ebL na tag-iza !a lagkaw ani ya 
iffwhen WCT fami1iar.spirit NT owner o house TD T 

pag=pa=salamat niran ya ang=kahunonan niran. 
NR=C~us=thank 11,3,PL T sF.NB=pig.sacrifice 1 1 9 , ~ ~  

50. Death or near death 
will continue to arrive if 
they do not bury the char- 
coal. 

51. It's possible that they 
will just paint the corner- 
post with black. 

52. Then he will 
proceed to build the 
house. 

53. They put up studs for 
the walls, and then they 
put on the walling. 

54. Then they lay the 
flooring. 

55. What kind of flooring? 
56. Maybe it is sawed 
wood. 

57. If there is no money, 
maybe they will just use 
split wood. 

58. When they finish 
building the house, they 
will give thanks. 

59. That which is their 
thanksgiving they will say, 
'Thank you, God." 

60. If the house owner has 
a familiar spirit, they will 
have a pig sacrifice for 
their thanksgiving. 

61. Am-bantay ka bolan. 
sF,NB=watch 0 moonlmonth 

61. They will watch the 
moon. 
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62. Kamhan pagka=kalazen ani ya i-kohimonan. 

SO time=full.moon ~o T ACCF,NB=pig.sacrifice 

62. When it is full moon 
that is when they will 
have the pig sacrifice. 

63. Pagka=kamhan no lagkaw ani paga=paras=en. 63. When the house is 
whenzfinish NT house n, ~ ~ s , ~ ~ = r u b . b l o o d = o ~  finished he will rub blood 

on it. 

64. Dapit ka i-betangzan ka hagdan. 
place o ACCF,NB=PU~=NR o ladder 

65. Ani maka:pa=ard ka ma=onga. 
ABL,SF,NBZCAUS=~~~ 0 S T , S F , N B = ~ ~ ~  

64. He will put it on the 
ladder. 

65. This is what will keep 
the bad away. 

Cultural and Linguistic Notes on BUILDING A HOUSE 

Title lagkaw 'house'. This account describes house building in sitio Pangaylan during the 1960s 
and 1970s when the compilers lived there. Some sentences are out of sequence so, rather 
than go through the account sentence by sentence as with other texts, comments are made 
in summary form with references to particular sentences. 

In contrast to the small houses (lalagkawq) built on mountain farms, or temporary 
overnight shelters (tal-ob) built when hunting or fishing, or an occasional tree house (ilihan), 
Mamanwa houses in Pangaylan were more permanent type structures, and building one was 
a major undertaking. At least four of the eleven houses in Pangaylan were about five meters 
square, and the builder took considerable time and pains to build it well. 

Building a house included the choice of a good location. The builder avoided places he 
knew would he affected by landslides, or flooded in the event that the Aciga River changed 
its course (s. 17-21). He also avoided choosing a place where he knew someone had been 
sick or died. If he built his house in a place like this, he strongly believed that the 
human-eating spirit would come to harrass him and his family, pelting stones against the 
walls (magabaloon), or making tapping sounds on the walls of the house (nagakanaas) (s. 
29). See Appendix 1.1.3 for further discussion of the human-eating spirit. The final test as 
to whether the location was a good one was to plant (ogbokan) a wooden cross in the ground 
where the house was to be built. If the cross was placed there on Monday, and was still 
standing on Tuesday, this was a sign that the place was a good one. If the cross had fallen 
over, the builder chose another place, lest his family always experience sickness and death 
if he proceeded to build on that site (s. 22-27). 

When all these decisions had been made, the builder went on to plan the length and 
width of the basic structure of his house in arm span measurements (depa). He avoided 
positioning the house to face toward the west and the setting sun (salep), since harmful 
spirits were thought to live there. Instead he positioned it so that the ridge pole of the roof, 
as well as the entrance, faced the east and the rising sun (sebang), believing that this would 
ensure long life (s. 33-34). 

He selected trees upriver in the mountain forests that would make sturdy cornerposts. 
The felling of these and floating them downriver to Pangaylan was communal activity. Trees 
which were covered with vines were avoided because it was thought that before the house 
was very old, snakes would climb into it (s. 39-40). 

Considerable time went by as the builder watched the moon to determine a good time 
to dig cornerpost holes. He avoided doing this at new moon (kalazan). He was also careful 
to choose not only the right date, but the right day (s. 10-16). See Appendix H.2 and H.3 
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for phases of the moon and when to build a house according to the position of the moon. 
Also, see Appendix H.5 regarding good dates on which to build a house, since sickness was 
thought to result otherwise. 

When all was in readiness, the builder started to dig the four cornerpost holes placing 
the first cornerpost facing east. He placed either five centavos or a small cross into it to 
ensure that the location of the house was a good one (s. 35-38). After the cornerposts were 
in, the builder tied the floor frame (salagan) to the cornerposts with vines (logos). Next he 
tied the roof frame (sapazanlgas-aw) to the cornerposts, followed by the ridge pole 
(binobongan). Then he tied the roofing of nipa palm leaves (tikl) to the roof frame. Next 
he built the firetable (abohan) and porch (dirkanso). Ater building a ladder he rubbed 
charcoal or painted black paint on the rungs of the ladder or the cornerposts to ward off 
harmful spirits lest they bring sickness and death to the household (s. 41-51). 

Finally the builder put studs (marko) for walling and the walls themselves (dingding) on 
his house, followed by laying the flooring (insaleg), which in the late 1950s and early 1960s 
was bamboo (lasdlsagzap), but later was lumber (tabla) sawn with a hvo man saw in the 
forest and carried downriver to Pangaylan. 

Having finished his house, the builder watched to see when the full moon would appear 
because that was the best time to hold a thanksgiving feast to please the spirits so that no 
sickness or accidents would come to members of the household (see s. 58-62 as well as text 
21 for the pig sacrifice ceremony). After all these things had been accomplished, the blood 
of a chicken was rubbed on the ladder of the house to prevent harmful spirits or their effects 
from approaching the house (s. 63-65). 

7. pawod 'sewn nipa palm leap. List of various kinds of roofing: 

kogon 'wild grass used for roofing'. The grass is smoothed out, clipped together, 
and held down with split bamboo. It can withstand strong winds. 

olisi 'leaves of a kind of palm tree which grows in the forest'. The leaves are 
wider than tikel leaves. 

pawod 'sewn leaves of ripe nipa palm, which grows in swamps'. If the Mamanwa 
builder has money he will buy these, then put them out in the sun to dry 
for about four days before tying them to his roof. 

tikel 'rattan palm leaf. This is a kind of palm tree which grows in the forest. The 
leaves are similar to those of a coconut palm tree. The narrow leaves are 
removed when the tree is young because they are easier to reach. They are 
folded for roofing, not sewn, and are stronger than those of the olisi palm tree. 

16. magahi nga bolan nga ataas yo ngaran 'a difficult month which has a long name'. March 
seems like a very long month because it is the month before harvest, so lack of food makes 
life dificult. 

23. kanuang nga kros 'their cross'. The change of personal pronoun from iza 'he' to kaniran 
'they' indicates the participation of other family members, which may include a shaman to 
do  this testing for an acceptable house site. 

33. depd 'arm-span'. List of measurements: 

dangaw 'handspan' 
manikd 'fingertip to elbow' 
tekaw 'tip of first finger to tip of thumb' 
tolong !a tokfb 'three fingerslfour fingers (wide)' 
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34. ataasya konirang hena-hend 'will live for a long time' lit., 'their thoughts will be long'. Unlike 
hinawa 'breath' (see text 1, c.n. 22), hena-hend 'thought' does not have multiple figurative 
uses. In the Mamanwa world view hena-hend 'thought', ldnabohi 'life', and hinawa, 'breath' 
are the same. 

35. anknbot 'to dig cornerpost hole'. A large hard stone (timgas nga bald.) is placed under the 
cornerpost, and smaller hard stones are placed around it to make secure (see diagram). 
The builder avoids very soft, easily broken stones (anapog). 

first cornerpost which faces east 

ground 
I 

smaller hard stones 

large hard rock 

Visual representation of a cornerpost hole. 

37. sintabos 'five centavos'. In addition to money or a small metal cross, a vely small stone used 
as a good luck charm, taken from the Diuata mountains, may be placed in the cornerpost 
hole to ensure that no harm will come to the household. 

42. pagsapazan 'roof frame'. Included in this verb is the entire roofing frame. 

45. binobongan 'ridge pole'. This is the ridge of the roof. It holds down the roofing of nipa palm 
leaves. 




